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MORAL REALITY VS ETHICAL ISSUES

• Moral reality is the moral issues that have impact on us: we moved from socialism to capitalism

• What we see as ethical issues, defines our response: everything that originates from the State is better

• The individual is to blame
WHAT HAPPENED THEN- THE EMERGENCE OF NEW ETHICS

• All players are equal

• Remove the burden from the individual

• SRO is a new individual
DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDS, PART II

- Seventeen SROs are active in Russia at present
- Establishment of the National Chamber of SROs of Surveyors
- The State to the rescue
THE RISE OF WOMEN, CHALLENGES

- Women are in the majority
- Women are underpaid
- Maternity protection
THE RISE OF WOMEN - SRO RESPONSE

• equality at work through training (of young professionals)

• how do we celebrate the work of a woman surveyor?
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